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Cautionary Statement
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This presentation was prepared by KGHM Polska Miedź S.A. (KGHM). The presentation is strictly of an informational nature
and should not be construed as containing investment advice. The users of this presentation are solely responsible for their
own analysis and assessment of the market situation and of the potential future results of KGHM based on the information
contained in this presentation. The presentation is not, and should not be construed to be, an offer to sell, or to submit an
offer to purchase, any of the securities of KGHM. The presentation is also neither in whole nor in part the basis for
concluding any agreement or contract whatsoever or for undertaking any liabilities whatsoever. Moreover, this presentation
does not represent a recommendation to invest in the securities of KGHM.

Neither KGHM nor any of its subsidiaries shall be held liable for the results of any decisions taken based on or utilising the
information contained in this presentation or arising from its contents. The market-related information contained within this
presentation was partially prepared on the basis of data arising from those third parties mentioned in this presentation.
Furthermore, certain declarations contained in this presentation may be of a foward-looking nature – in particular, such
declarations may be in the nature of projections, developed based on actual assumptions, reflecting known and unknown
types of risk as well as a certain level of uncertainty. The actual results, achievements and events which occur in future may
significantly differ from the data directly contained or understood to be contained within this presentation.

In no case whatsoever should the information contained within this presentation be considered as a clear or understood
declaration, or as any type of assertion whatsoever by KGHM or persons acting in its behalf. Neither KGHM nor any of its
subsidiaries are required or obligated to update this presentation or to provide its users with any additional information
whatsoever. KGHM furthermore hereby notifies the users of this presentation, that the sole reliable source of data on its
financial results, forecasts, events and company indicators are the current and periodic reports published by KGHM in
performance of the informational obligations arising from Polish law.
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The Investor Relations universe
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IR

Analysts

Individual investors

Investment funds

Warsaw Stock
Exchange

Media

Market authorities

Financial institutions

Strategic partners*

* e.g. Poland’s State Treasury, Sumitomo



The role of Investor Relations
Communications fields
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Model of communication with the market
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Media
Corporate

Communication
Department

Investor
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Financial
departments

� Two paths of communication: with Investors and with the Media:

Recipients Communication tools Model of activities
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Investor Relations Tools
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Participation in major 
investor events in Poland 
and across the world

Regular meetings
with analysts and 
investors

Visits of analysts and 
investors to KGHM and 
its divisions

On-going communication 
with the market through 
regulatory filings and 
press releases

Quarterly presentation 
of KGHM results –
meeting with analysts 
and investors

Development of an 
interactive website



New Investor Relations website



Why have we built a new website?
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…the KGHM Group has largely changed due to acquisitions and the launch of the new Sierra 
Gorda project. KGHM used to operate as a large but local producer of copper. Today it is one of 
the global industry's major players, with mines on three continents and one of the largest 
deposits of copper in the world.

Rules of dialogue with investors
A revolutionary business change demanded a modified approach to communication. The key was 
to unify our corporate image through coherent communication with international investors. We 
are still faithful to our investor relations rules:

� Openness

� Transparency

� Constant dialogue

Our main aim is to present a comprehensive view of the KGHM Group to investors and to clarify 
all doubts. We want our website to contain all necessary information.

Because…
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Before Now

When creating the new investor relations website at KGHM, we decided it should 
meet the following three aims:

� Serve investors as an encyclopedia of knowledge about the KGHM Group – with detailed information on 
KGHM’s assets across the globe, historical and current financial data, presentations, product information, global 
copper, molybdenum and precious metals analyses, and much more

� Provide investors with tools to analyze financial data, prices and ratios – enable comparison of KGHM’s 
share price with competitors and indices, present returns on capital etc.

� Be an interactive tool for communication with investors – allow constant contact with the company
and update a broad spectrum of information about it



Encyclopedia of Knowledge: the IR website contains all necessary data 
about KGHM and the copper market
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Copper market 

KGHM is one of the top global copper producers with 2014 
mined copper production of 507 thousand tonnes and controls 
one of the world's largest single deposits of copper and silver. 

Copper is one the most universal and, at the same time, one
of the most sought-after natural resources in the world.  It is 
corrosion-proof, a perfect conductor of heat and electricity,
and also possesses strong antimicrobial properties. Copper is 
indispensable for such industries as telecommunications, the 
power industry, transport, health and construction.

Documented global geological resources of copper amount
to 1 billion tonnes, 70% of which is today suitable for mining.  
There are 1000 copper ore deposits known in the world,
400 of which are being mined. Copper constitutes 16% of the 
overall value of all metals extracted from the world's deposits. 
on the good outlook for the copper market is primarily a result 
of high demand from China and other Asian countries.



Tools to analyze data: The KGHM investor relations website allows you to 
analyze 14 KPI indicators. All data may be exported to spreadsheets
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Electrolytic copper 
production in
2009-2014

Sales



Tools to analyze data : Key information for investors is published immediately 
after it is sent to the stock exchange reporting system. The website contains both current 
data and archives that go back ten years. You can also find a detailed description of 
KGHM’s production assets.
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Investors can easily acquire information 
on KGHM’s results in Poland and globally,
as well as descriptions of all assets



Tools to analyze data: Investors can use the IR website to analyze the price of 
KGHM’s shares…
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…and to compare these prices with those of 
KGHM’s competitors and indices



Interactive communication with investors: The IR website is designed
to support communication, that is why: 
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� it answers the most frequently-asked questions about the shares and bonds of the KGHM Group

� and provides a daily and bi-weekly market bulletin on the most important events in the copper
and precious metals industries



Interactive communication with investors
means we are in constant contact with them
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� We cooperate with the Individual Investors Association of Poland

� We are an active participant of the Polish government’s Civic Shareholder program ,
through which we promote the idea of capital markets as widely as possible

� We are open to any questions our investors may have.
You can find us any time here:

� Soon, we are planning to launch
a new tool: Daily Alert



Layers of Possibilities

Resource base development:
key elements and exploration 
projects

Maciej Matuszewski
Strategic Analyses Unit



Agenda

Long-term challenges in the copper market

The new strategy for the years 2015-2020, with an outlook to the year 2040

Why to invest in KGHM?



Growing risk for new copper projects in the world

Lower copper content
in ore…

…means a growing share
of more costly underground mines…

…as well as investments in places
that are geopolitically more risky
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Fundamental analysis proves that the copper market is developing
in a direction expected by producers

 -
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Prawdopodobne projekty Wysoce prawdopodobne projekty Produkcja bazowa Popyt

For 60 years, KGHM has been active in the copper exploration, exploitation and processing business. The company

aims at developing its portfolio of cost-competitive projects in Poland and abroad.

A long-lasting balance in the copper market demands the development of new mining projects with yearly production capacity of

more than 6 million tonnes Cu. Due to effective management of projects the company is going to strengthen its market position.

thousand tonnes Cu

6 million
tonnes Cu
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Agenda

Long-term challenges in the copper market

The new strategy for the years 2015-2020, with an outlook to the year 2040

Why to invest in KGHM?



KGHM Polska Miedź S.A. successfully achieved
its strategic goals from 2009

1 The pre-precious metals credit unit cost of electrolytic copper production excluding the metals extraction tax
in KGHM Polska Miedź S.A.

� The rising costs trend was reversed

� From 2012 the average yearly cost of production per tonne dropped 2% per year1

� KGHM grew its resource base and achieved yearly copper production of 700 thousand tonnes

� In 2012 Quadra FNX was acquired at a favorable price

� In 2014 Sierra Gorda, a world-class project, was commissioned

� The total resource base grew by 12 million tonnes of copper, over 40% growth

� By growing its resource base KGHM’s operations were diversified

� KGHM owns production assets in Europe, North America and Chile

� Production was extended to other non-ferrous metals (molybdenum, gold)

� KGHM remains an important partner for the local region generating 40% of local taxes and

directly employing almost 40 thousand people

� KGHM introduced management by goals for key managers and created numerous programs 

promoting knowledge transfer and developing talented employees 

1

2

3

4

5
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KGHM’s new strategy for the years 2015–2020
with an outlook to 2040 focuses on continuing growth
and maximizing shareholder value

…along with integration of the  
supporting foundations of the 
KGHM Group.

…with on-going improvement 
in operational execution…

Build the shareholder value of 
the KGHM Group based on a 
clear path of global growth…

…by building a stable portfolio 
of production assets…

Produce over 1 million tonnes
of copper equivalent and enhance efficiencies

Resource Base Development Assets Development Optimizin g Production

Financial Stability Corporate Social Responsibility

Energy SecurityGlobal Organization and Talent Development

Efficiency and Innovation

Copper replacement 
ratio of 3:1

On time
and budget

Stable production 
results

� Optimise production costs

� Increase production 
capacity

� Ensure zero harm

� Improve position on the 
cost curve

� Develop mining projects

� Efficient investments

� Replicate successes

� Capitalise on results

� Increase resources

� Search for low cost assets

� Ensure long-term 
operational stability

� Diversify activities

23



To ensure a stable resource base, KGHM plans to launch an 
exploration program and to set the replacement ratio at 3:1

1 SNL Metals Economics Group

Production and documented reserves of the 23 largest copper 
mining companies1

In million tonnes

In the years 2003-2012 every extracted tonne of copper
was replaced on average by almost 3 tonnes of copper

in documented reserves (~3:1 ratio)

29,9

10,9

2010

20,9

2011

11,2

2012

29,7

2006

11,0 10,8

2009

11,2

2007

16,6

11,1

23,1

2008

18,6

10,8

2003

8,1

21,0

10,0

2005

18,3

9,0

21,0

2004

8,3

Average acquisition 
cost of a pound of 

copper was
0.15 USD/lb

Acquisition cost
0.34 USD/lb

Acquisition cost
0.015 USD/lb

Acquisitions of 
new resources1 Exploration1

58%42%

Documented reservesProduction

Resource acquisition by the 23 largest 
copper mining companies1

Newly documented deposits have tended to exceed copper 
production by a 3:1 ratio – KGHM plans to follow market 
standards and set its own replacement ratio at the level
of 3:1

To ensure balanced resource base growth 
KGHM plans to augment its plan to acquire 
low cost assets with an exploration 
program

24



KGHM will carry out an exploration program both in Poland and 
world-wide for optimal resource base diversification

Chile
� Franke-Pelusa (Cu)
� Sierra Gorda (Cu, Mo, Au)
� Atacama region 

exploration

USA, NevadaUSA, Nevada
� Robinson (Cu, Au, 

Mo)

Canada, B.C. 
� Ajax (Cu, Au)

Canada, Ontario
� Victoria (Cu, Ni, Pt, Pd, 

Au)
� Sudbury region 

exploration

Greenland
� Malmbjerg (Mo)
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KGHM plans within 6 years to invest around PLN 27 billion
in the development of its existing assets

Investment Program

Type of investmentType of investment Geographical distribution
of investments
Geographical distribution
of investments

Growth

65%

Sustaining /  
maintaining

35%

Key facts

� Largest investment 
program in the 60-year 
history of KGHM Polska 
Miedź S.A.

� Focused on 
development of 
promising low-cost 
production assets

World

45%

55%

Poland
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Under its investment program KGHM will supplement its 
portfolio with world-class mining and metallurgical projects

Main investments

Sierra Gorda 

Commencement of phase II and 
processing of the oxide ore

Victoria

Building an underground mine 
(copper, nickel and platinum 
group metals)

Ajax

Open pit mine (copper and gold)

Deep Głogów

Ensuring continuity of 
production

Pyrometallurgy
Modernization Program

Improving global smelting
competiveness

27



� Daily ore processing is currently around 80% of target phase 
I capacity.

� In the first quarter work involved increasing processing 
capacity, along with continued ramp-up and technical 
handover of the molybdenum concentrate production 
installation.

� Production of copper in concentrate in Q1 2015 amounted 
to 65 thousand tonnes.

� In March the vicinity of the Sierra Gorda mine and 
processing plant experienced weather conditions of an 
unusual type for this region – heavy rain and strong winds. 
The brief shutdown of the Sierra Gorda mine had no 
substantial impact on operations.

� In 2015 we will undertake work aimed at optimising basic 
assumptions as well as on basic engineering work on phase 
II of the project. 

� In the second quarter of 2015 work continued on the 
feasibility study for the Oxides processing project. 

Sierra Gorda
Daily processing reaches nearly 80% of target capacity

* During the first several years of operations average annual molybdenum production will be around 50 million pounds28

Sierra Gorda

� Average
annual
production
(Phases I & II)

220 kt Cu
25 mn lbs Mo*
64 koz Au

� Ownership
55% KGHM
45% Sumitomo

� Mine profile Open-pit

Key events updateCu Mo Au

Loading of molybdenum concentrate



� Average
annual
production

~16 kt Ni
~15 kt Cu
~150 koz TPM

~50 kt Cu
~100 koz Au

� Ownership 100% KGHM
80% KGHM
20% Abacus

� Mine profile Underground Open-pit

Victoria and Ajax – key resource projects at the development phase

29

Victoria Pt Pd AuNi Cu Ajax AuCu

Key events
update

� Work is underway to prepare for shaft
sinking.

� Project resources are estimated at 13.6 Mt 
with an average grade of 2.6% copper, 2.7% 
nickel and 8.3 g/t TPM*.

� The project will have a negative cash cost of 
copper production, i.e. revenues from the 
sale of associated metals will be higher than
production costs.

� Three milestones for 2015:

� Submitting of application for environmental permit

� Submitting of application for mining permit

� Completion of a Basic Engineering Report

� The Minister of Energy and Mines for British Columbia 
paid a visit to site of the future Ajax mine, ensuring his
support for the project. 

Drilling at the Ajax projectCompanies engaged in developing the Victoria project

* 
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Key milestones to 2020

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Sierra Gorda
phase I reaches 
full production 
capacity

Start of 
production 
from Ajax 
mine

Copper
production
from Sierra 
Gorda oxide
ore

Commencement 
of  Sierra Gorda
phase II

Completion 
of Smelting 
Develop-
ment
Program

Completion of  
Żelazny Most 
tailings pond 
expansion

Production 
from Sierra 
Gorda phase 
II

Completion of 
Pyrometallurgy
Modernisation
Program

Start of 
production 
from Victoria 
mine

If appropriate financing is available and market conditions are favorable,
KGHM expects further involvement in new mining projects
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Key themes of KGHM’s new strategy for the years 2015-2020
with an outlook to 2040

� Production of over 1 million tonnes of copper equivalent – TOP 7 among global mining 
companies

� Investment of PLN 27 billion in the development of existing assets – largest investment 
program in KGHM’s 60-year history

� Securing some of the largest copper deposits in the world – the largest exploration program in 
Polish history

� A world-class innovation program in the mining sector – a longwall mining system in the
next 5–10 years and the creation of intelligent mines in the next 10–15 years

� Cost reduction thanks to innovation and efficiency improvement programs – a 10% decrease
in the KGHM Group’s C1 cash cost by 2020

� Further development of geological, mining and technological skills that are necessary to 
achieve sustainable competitive advantage based on innovation

� Cooperation with government institutions to redefine the minerals extraction tax formula

31



Agenda

Long-term challenges in the copper market

The new strategy for the years 2015-2020, with an outlook to the year 2040

Why to invest in KGHM?



Attractive investment opportunity

1 The pre-precious metals credit unit cost of electrolytic copper production
excluding the metals extraction tax in KGHM Polska Miedź S.A.

� Good copper market outlook in the mid-and long-term

� The forecasted balance in the global copper markets suggests a trend of growing prices

� Diversified portfolio of long life assets and stable resource base

� Mining projects in politically and economically stable countries

(Poland, Canada, USA, Chile)

� The resource base which currently allows for production for another forty years

� Reversal of the rising costs trend (from 2012 the average yearly cost of production per 

tonne dropped 2% p.a.1) as well as focus on improving cost efficiencies

� Consistent dividend payout of up to one-third of net profits

� Experienced team who have successfully developed new mining projects

� Stable organization with strong values and focused on acting responsibly

1

2

3

4

5

6
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Layers of possibilities

Risk Management
in the KGHM Group

Grzegorz Laskowski
Head of Market Risk Division



Agenda

1. Hedging
2. Motivation behind risk management
3. Risk management process
4. Market
5. Hedging position
6. Instruments

35



Hedging – definition

Hedging – market risk management aims at limiting or eliminating potential
losses stemming from changes in the market prices of commodities, exchange
rates and equities. Hedging makes use of various techniques, however the
primary one involves transactions on derivatives, with an inverse ratio to the
hedged position. Hedging allows companies to modify their risk profile and lower
it to an expected and acceptable level.

36



Natural hedging – a natural step in market risk management

Natural hedging – all techniques that limit exchange rate risk using only internal company
tools

Types of natural hedging:

� Costs in the same currency as incomes

� Netting

� Loans in one currency only

� Adjustment of purchase and sales QPs (quotational
periods)

� Payments advanced or delayed

� Creating the proper portfolio of assets

37



� Very large volatility of commodity prices and exchange rates

� Considerable sensitivity of KGHM’s financial results to the economic 

conditions

� Cycles that characterize commodities markets

� Yearly revenues of around USD 5 billion, costs mainly in PLN

� Relatively high (compared to peers) production costs

� Investment plans

� Corporate social responsibility

Motivation behind KGHM’s market risk management
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Metals market is characterized by large volatility
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Yearly change in selected types of assets

Copper 3M LME S&P500 10Y USA bond EURUSD ECB fix

39 Source: Bloomberg, KGHM



The main strength of BHP Billiton’s business model
is its reliance on resource diversification

Thanks to diversification, the risk of bankruptcy is greatly reduced

EBIT margin on selected assets of BHP Billiton

40 Source: BHP Billiton



Profit
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ABC

Loss

� A – BHP Billiton, Rio Tinto

� B – KGHM, Boliden

� C – New mines, minor mining projects

Investors accept the company’s exposure to market risk.
What they do not accept is the risk of bankruptcy
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Production costs in the industry are key
to analyzing the risk of losing liquidity

42 Source: CRU International

Other producers KGHM Group

First quartile Second quartile Third quartile Fourth quartile



� To reduce volatility in the pre-tax financial results,

� To increase the probability of achieving budget targets (taking into consideration current 

macroeconomic conditions and sales),

� To decrease the probability of the loss of liquidity by the Group,

� To keep the Group in a good financial condition, especially as far as credit ratings

and covenants are concerned,

� To support the process of accomplishing the strategy and of making decisions with 

respect to investments, taking into consideration the sources of financing these 

investments

KGHM meets the aims of market risk management
based on its corporate policy

Goals of the market risk management process: *Goals of the market risk management process: *

43 *Quoted from the Market Risk Management Policy



Market risk management process in the KGHM Group

Market Risk Unit
(Department of Market and Credit

Risk Management)

Division of Market Measurement
(Department of Market and Credit

Risk Management)

Financial Instruments
Control and Reporting Unit

Market Risk Committee

KGHM Management / KGHM subsidiaries’ management
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Recommendations

Proposed hedging 
plans

Decisions
Resolutions

B
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O

F
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E

MONITORING IMPLEMENTATION, 
CONFIRMATION, HEDGE ACCOUNTING

Risk exposition analyses, 
hedging effectiveness 
optimization

Market analyses, 
transaction execution

Valuation of 
transaction 
portfolios
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Risk measurement – Earning at Risk

Earnings at Risk determines the maximum acceptable level of decline in earnings
against the budgeted level, as a result of normal changes in the prices of
resources and exchange rates in a given accounting period and at a given ceteris
paribus (i.e. all other conditions remaining unchanged) probability.

� Planned pre-tax earnings for a given year equal a (in PLN).
� Measurement (of planned pre-tax earnings at risk): EaR (B/95%)
� EaR (B/95%) for a 95% probability equals b (in PLN)

At a probability of 95% the pre-tax earnings in a given year will not equal less than
a minus b.
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Risk measurement as the basis for making hedging decisions

� Scenario analysis
� Stress tests
� Historical analysis

„Pesimistic” scenario 95%

„Average prices” path

„Optimistic” scenario

95%

46

Historical price

Optimistic scenario 99%

Optimistic scenario 95 %

Average price scenario

Pesimistic scenario 5 %

Pesimistic scenario 1 %

Price Cu [USD/t]



� Natural hedge: part of purchases in USD
� Derivatives: 

� KISS „Keep it simple, stupid”
� Options (budget for option premiums)
� Instruments in use: plain vanilla options, Asian options, 

SWAPs, no exotic instruments
� Simple option strategies like collar, seagull
� No „toxic structures”

� Transparency: hedging positions presented in detail
in financial statements

Our approach to market risk management
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Participants in the derivatives market - the copper market

Producers

BanksBrokers

Investment 
funds

Individuals

Banks Brokers

Brokers

BanksBrokers

Banks

Consumers

Hedge funds

Processors

Producers

Investment 
funds

Individuals

Consumers

Hedge funds

Processors

Cu

OTC
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Stock exchange vs OTC

Futures Forward

Amount Standard Negotiated

Delivery Date Standard Negotiated

Counter party Clearing house Bank

Collateral Deposit Negotiated

Market Stock exchange OTC

Costs Broker and stock exchange fee Bid-ask spread

Liquidity High Likely low

Regulations Government (stock exchange) Contract terms

Location Stock exchange Not applicable

49 Źródło: KGHM



Basic metals

� Copper
� Aluminum
� Zinc
� Lead
� Nickel
� Tin

Precious metals

� Gold
� Silver
� Platinum
� Palladium

Rare-earth metals

� Molybdenum
� Cobalt
� Rhenium
� Others

London Metal Exchange (LME)

New York Mercantile Exchange (Comex)

Shanghai (SHFE)

Singapore (SMX) – copper only

Over The Counter (OTC)

New York Mercantile Exchange (Comex)

Singapore (SMX) – gold &  silver only

Over The Counter (OTC)

LME (Molibdenium, Cobalt)

Over The Counter (OTC)

Metals exchanges

50



In the long run fundamentals are the most important

Stocks Currencies

Commodities

� For prices of raw materials (metals) and 
currencies it is possible to set long-term average
prices, which over the long term these prices
tend to return to.

� Commodity and currency markets have both
limited long-term growth potential and downside
risk

51 Source: Bloomberg, CRU, KGHM

Apple Inc price 1990-2014 (USD) EUR/USD exchange 1990-2014

1990-2014 average = 1.23

1908-2013 copper prices (real prices vs 2013 [USD/t])
Average real copper price 1908-2013 =3908 USD/t



Familiarity with particular markets allows appropriate actions to 
be taken on each of them

Markets  – characteristics of Cu, Ag and USD/PLN

Copper

Silver

USD/PLN

This market is strongly linked to the state of the global
economy, the price climbs slowly – this gives sufficient time to
gradually build a position with small transactions. It falls very
quickly and suddenly – not allowing for timely hedging.

Short-term, strong upward price movements, mainly due to
inflation, speculation and limited liquidity, not enough time to
build positions at attractive levels - the need to make larger
transactions.

Rapid, short-term depreciation of the zloty related to risk
aversion - not enough time to build positions at attractive levels
- the need to make larger transactions. Beneficial carry trade -
the further the hedging horizon, the more possible it becomes
to hedge attractive exchange rates
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Cycles and negative correlation present opportunities for gain

Two cyclical assets, strongly negatively correlated (-0.92)

� The longer the hedging horizon, the greater the probability that the overall hedge level will 
be above average prices.

� The occurrence of extreme and irrational market behaviour should be consciously exploited
to build or close out positions.
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London Metal Exchange - RING

54



OTC Market – Over The Counter
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Hedging in financial statements

� The Company applies cash flow hedge accounting in relation to
transactions that meet the requirements of IAS 39 and IFRS 7

� Hedge accounting reduces volatility in financial results

� At the end of each reporting period derivatives are measured at fair
value

� The fair value is divided into intrinsic value (the effective portion) and
time value (the ineffective portion)

56



Hedging in financial statements

Profit and Loss Account Balance sheet

Equity

Sales

Other operating 
income
Other operating 
costs

57

Settlement of 
transactions

Valuation -
ineffective 
part 

Valuation –
effective part



KGHM Polska Miedź SA result on derivatives as of March 31, 2015 
totalled PLN (134) million

Market risk management - hedging positions (as of March 31, 2015)
Position in derivatives on the FX and metals markets

Copper USD/PLN

Put (buy put) 7 200

Seagull (sell put, buy put, sell call) 4 500 – 7 800 – 10 300

Seagull (sell put, buy put, sell call) 4 500 – 7 700 – 10 200

Put (buy put) 3,55

Collar (buy put, sell call) 3,55 – 4,40

Collar (buy put, sell call) 3,35 – 4,00

Collar (buy put, sell call) 3,30 – 4,20

Collar (buy put, sell call) 3,30 – 4,00

Put (buy put) 3,20

Collar (buy put, sell call) 3,20 – 4,00

Collar (buy put, sell call) 2,70 – 4,50
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KGHM in Q1 2015 implemented hedging against the risk of rising market 
interest rates

Market risk management - hedging positions (as of March 31, 2015)
Position in derivatives on interest rates

Interest Rate

400
500

600
700 700 700 700 700

900 900 900 900

I II III IV I II III IV I II III IV

USD millions

2016 2017 2018

All of the following transactions
were closed in Q1 2015

CAP (long CAP) 2,50%

� In January-March 2015, KGHM recorded a
negative result on derivatives in the amount
of PLN 134 million, of which:

� PLN 118 million increased sales
(transactions settled in the first quarter)

� PLN 252 million decreased the result on
other operating activities (change in
valuation of open transactions as of March
31, hedged until the end of 2018).

� The fair value of derivatives (MtM) of KGHM
at March 31, 2015 amounted to PLN 89
million.

� Capital from the valuation of financial
instruments hedging cash flows at March 31,
2015 amounted to PLN 289 million.

Due to exposure to interest rate risk, the persistence of
3M USD LIBOR at historically low levels and the market
consensus pointing to a possible rate hike in the future,
the Management Board decided to implement a
strategy to partially hedge the exposure of the
Company in the periods indicated.

Result on derivatives
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Thank you for your participation
in KGHM’s Individual Investors Day!


